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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THE OBREE WAY
With a bike, a turbo trainer and the right advice, you can beat anyone.No one but
Graeme Obree has the clarity of vision to get to the heart of the `problem' of how
to improve as a racing cyclist. His innovative approach took him to the top of world
cycling, twice breaking the world hour record - a story picked up in his Hollywood
biopic The Flying Scotsman. It can draw the same outstanding athletic
performance from you.The Obree Way side-steps conventional wisdom and strips
cycling back to its elements, always asking the question: `What actually improves
my race time?' This is no routine training programme. Written in a conversational
style, the book explains Graeme Obree's radical insights into technique, training,
psychology and diet, and the clear logic behind them.At last, the best kept secret
in cycling, the Obree three-phase breathing technique, is revealed in detail,
getting more oxygen to your blood with less effort. Graeme Obree's training
methods really work - the man is living proof. He believes that resting is key to
training, that you can pedal, stretch and breathe more effectively and that, if you
really want it, you can find the will and intensity to improve. Get on your bike!
TRAINING THE OBREE WAY - CYCLING WEEKLY
Buy The Obree Way, A training manual for Cyclists by Graeme Obree. £30.00
www.obree.com This article was first published in the January 26 issue of Cycling
Weekly. The Obree Way at Amazon.co.uk. The Obree way is Graeme Obree's
unique and distinctive approach to training. It is an approach to training Obree
developed himself over many years of his own successful cycling career. The
Obree Way, A Training Guide for Cyclists is the one stop shop for aspiring
cyclists, full of insight and ideas from a legend of cycling Graeme Obree. Graeme
has a life time's experience in cycling, working every dimension in his quest to
understand how to go faster on a bike. "The Obree Way" is a book written by
Graeme Obree aka "The Flying Scotsman", who broke the world hour record
twice, in July 1993 and April 1994, and was the individual pursuit world champion
in 1993 and 1995. The Obree Way [Graeme Obree] on Amazon.com. *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. With a bike, a turbo trainer and the right advice, you
can beat anyone. No one but Graeme Obree has the clarity of vision to get to the
heart of the 'problem' of how to improve as a racing cyclist. Earlier this month,
Graeme Obree was at Look Mum No Hands! for the London launch of The Obree
Way, a training manual for cyclists.. Obree is a two time individual pursuit world
champion, has twice broken the world hour record and is multiple winner of British
national time trial championships. Obree does offer the obree way opinions, often
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based purely on his own experiences sample size of onebut to his credit he states
clearly when this is the case and usually offers a deeper insight into the formation
of such statements. About The Obree Way. No one but Graeme Obree has the
clarity of vision to get to the heart of the 'problem' of how to improve as a racing
cyclist. The Obree Way - A Training Manual for Cyclists 7 10 Richard Peploe The
Graeme Obree story has been told many times, including an autobiography and a
film (The Flying Scotsman), and this has provided some insights into his training
methods. The Obree Way a Training Manual for cyclists by Graeme Obree. Edited
& Produced by: Maximise Marketing & Event Ltd & obree.com £30 for A4
hardback £4.64 for Training followed by rest and proper nutrition is good for you
and will make you better prepared for the event you are training for." The Obree
Way marks the first time Scottish cycling legend Graeme Obree has spilled the
beans on many of the training techniques that twice powered him to the world
hour record in the 1990s. Full. The Obree Way side-steps conventional wisdom
and strips cycling back to its elements, always asking the question: 'What actually
improves my race time?' This is no routine training programme. This is no routine
training programme. With a bike, a turbo trainer and the right advice, you can beat
anyone. No one but Graeme Obree has the clarity of vision to get to the heart of
the 'problem' of how to improve as a racing cyclist. The Obree Way sidesteps
conventional wisdom and strips cycling back to its elements, always asking the
question: "What actually improves my race time?" This is no routine training
program. This is no routine training program.
OBREE WAY - REVIEW - CYCLING UPHILL
Mr Obree is a combination of engineering genius, Cycling innovator, world class
athlete and, most importantly, genuine human being. He manages to separate the
scientific side of training from the humanistic side. In his book, The Obree Way,
Graeme Obree has created a text that not only details the techniques he used to
become a record-breaking cyclist, he's given us a glimpse into the focused mind
of a champion. The Obree Way swerves conventional wisdom and strips cycling
back to its elements, always asking the question: "What actually improves my race
time?" Fully updated and including two new chapters, the new edition of this
cycling classic explains Graeme Obree's radical insights into technique, training,
psychology, and diet, as well as the clear. About The Obree Way. With a bike, a
turbo trainer and the right advice, you can beat anyone. No one but Graeme
Obree has the clarity of vision to get to the heart of the 'problem' of how to
improve as a racing cyclist. Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least
3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow) and down arrow
(for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select. The
Obree Way by Graeme Obree Our Rating There is a brilliant moment in Graeme
Obree's 'training manual for cyclists' where he discusses whether sex will lead to a
lack of focus or energy for a race. Graeme Obree was the Scottish amateur rider
who launched himself from the domestic scene to World Champion status on a
shoestring budget and broke the world hour record riding a bike made from
washing machine parts. Graeme Obree defied convention in every respect and
that bravery, reinforced by an unblinking self-belief provided the foundation for him
to rewrite the rulebook and take destiny into his own hands: the Obree way! No
one but Graeme Obree has the clarity of vision to get to the heart of the 'problem'
of how to improve as a racing cyclist. His innovative approach took him to the top
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of world cycling, twice breaking the world hour record.This practical guide t... The
Obree way : a training manual for cyclists. [Graeme Obree] -- "This is a major
training guide for cyclists from the British cycling legend, and prodigious innovator,
Graeme Obree. Graeme Obree is twice the cycling world hour record holder and
twice World 4000m. Graeme Obree (born 11 September 1965), nicknamed The
Flying Scotsman, is a Scottish racing cyclist who twice broke the world hour
record, in July 1993 and April 1994, and was the individual pursuit world champion
in 1993 and 1995. The Obree Way: A Training Manual for Cyclists (UPDATED
AND REVISED EDITION) by Graeme Obree A fully updated edition of two-time
World Hour Record holder and World 4000m Pursuit champion Graeme Obree's
popular guide to cycling. Read "The Obree Way" by Mr Graeme Obree with
Rakuten Kobo. With a bike, a turbo trainer and the right advice, you can beat
anyone. No one but Graeme Obree has the clarity of visio...
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